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All color codes at your fingertips

The Pico is the color-code scanner of this moment:
fast, beautiful and convenient! Suitable for everyone
in the paint industry. With the help of the Pico every
color is found in all standard color ranges.

Never search for the right color codes colors again.
Scan with the Pico your desired color, give what the fan
deck (collections) you want to use and voila: directly
and precisely, the Pico App represents the right color
you are looking for. Once you start using the Pico, you
never want to lose it again!

Download the corresponding Pico App (for iPhone
and Android) and get started right away!

The Pico is very handy and easy to use. Designed by
color experts for color experts. Whether you are a
painter, house renovator, graphic designer or just a
fan of colors, with the Pico you never need to search
through color fans again for to the right color code.
The Pico App includes all color fans including Sikkens,
Sigma, RAL, Jotun, Wijzonol, Ralston etc.
For more information see www.coltechcon.com/pico-en
or scan the following QR code:
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